Installation and Practicing the use of Wacom Graphic Tablet

Graphic tablet model and the relevant online resources

- **Graphic Tablet Model**: One by Wacom CTL-672
- **Official Support / Help Page** of One by Wacom
- Where to download the driver: [http://wacom.com/start/one](http://wacom.com/start/one)
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Installation and Initial Setup

Windows and Mac

1. Plug the tablet cable into the USB port of your computer.

2. In the browser write http://wacom.com/start/one. This should take you to https://www.wacom.com/en-in/getting-started/one-by-wacom address where you can download and install the driver.

3. After installation restart your computer.

4. Open the application “Wacom Tablet Properties”

5. As seen in the image below, under the “Pen” tab page
   a. Set the first side switch function of the pen to Middle Click
   b. Set the second side switch function of the pen to Right Click.
6. When you click on the “Options” button, you will open the screen shown below. Here, select the “Click & Tab” option. This way it may be easier and less confusing for the beginning. See the pen button mode differences in the explanations below.

   a. Hover Click: The default which allows you to click by pressing the pen button while holding the pen tip slightly above the device surface.

   b. Click & Tab: Select this option if you want to click by pressing the pen button and then tapping the pen tip to the device surface. This option allows for a more precise placement of pen clicks.

7. In the mapping section, set the orientation, screen area and tablet area
   * NOTE: If you have two monitors, map the tablet to one monitor only to improve your writing quality (screen area field).

As you change the orientation you will see that the image on the window is changing to show you how to place the tablet.
8. Selecting or Deselecting “Use Windows Ink” checkbox

If you use tablet with **MS Word, Excel or Powerpoint**, those programs need to have "Use Windows Ink" option **turned on**. Otherwise you may not use some features such as pressure sensitivity while using such applications.

But sometimes using windows ink may cause problems with other applications such as **Xournal**. In that case you may have unexpected streaks and may not get what you draw on the tablet. In order to prevent from this, **deselect the “Use Windows Ink” option**

Note that you can have different settings specific to the applications you will use.
In order to do this:

1. Start **Wacom Tablet Properties**
2. Click on **+ icon** on the Application row
3. Find in the list or Browse for **Xournal** shortcut and add it.
4. In the Application row, select **Xournal** icon, choose Mapping panel and unclick "Use Windows Ink"
5. For all other applications, you can use windows ink.
Mapping a specific portion of the screen (If you prefer)

You can define a specific portion of the screen to be mapped with the tablet area.

We suggest you use the whole screen until you get comfortable with the device.

To map a portion of the screen:
1. In the mapping tab page, set the **screen area** to “portion”
2. In the opened window define the area using one of the three options given.
3. When you close the opened window you will see the mapping as seen on the right

**Important Note:** If you prefer this way of using we suggest you
- Place the software (Xournal, powerpoint, etc) and make window size adjustments before mapping a portion of the screen.
- While using, do not change the place of the window so that you will not need to rearrange the mapping.
Linux

Wacom tablets should work out of the box with Linux with no need for extra drivers, although you do not have as many configuration options.

Learning to use tablet pen

When you first try it, your handwriting will look awful (it may look like a first grader’s writing). Do not get frustrated. It is a learning process of eye and hand coordination. After several hours, your handwriting will improve.

It is recommended that you use the pen instead of mouse for all other tasks to improve coordination between your eyes and hands. Some people recommend: “Get rid of your mouse.”

Make your writing on the screen as large as possible by zooming in. This will improve your writing quality.

Some other tips:

- Align the tablet to the display.
  While you are getting started, align the tablet to your display. By having the tablet area parallel to the display area, coming to terms with absolute positioning will happen much faster.

- Replace your mouse with a graphics tablet and use it for general navigation.
  Exercise is required to make yourself comfortable with it.
At the beginning it is suggested to throw your keyboard and mouse away to get used to the tablet, but **using shortcuts** will also help a lot. As you write or draw with one hand you can bash out keyboard shortcuts with the other. For example with the second hand pressing CTRL+Z to undo may help a lot. This saves you having to move your cursor back and forth to the toolbar, which in turn allows you to focus on your retouching.

Open up graphics software of your choice and start drawing horizontal and vertical lines. Also, make circles, both clockwise and anti-clockwise.

Start with your signature and write your name and just anything that you will be more comfortable, like you do in your notebook unless you are comfortable. Basically the motive is to get you comfortable, like a child learns to write for the first time with a pencil/ chalk on a slate.

You can create a page and do some practice such shown here → [xournal_practice_page_1.pdf](#)

You can also find some free lettering practice sheets such as [https://bydawnnicole.com/brush-lettering-practice-sheets/](https://bydawnnicole.com/brush-lettering-practice-sheets/)